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(57)	 ABSTRACT
An x-ray imaging system and method for a moving article are
provided for an article moved along a linear direction of travel
while the article is exposed to non-overlapping x-ray beams.
A plurality of parallel linear sensor arrays are disposed in the
x-ray beams after they pass through the article. More specifi-
cally, a first half of the plurality are disposed in a first of the
x-ray beams while a second half of the plurality are disposed
in a second of the x-ray beams. Each of the parallel linear
sensor arrays is oriented perpendicular to the linear direction
of travel. Each of the parallel linear sensor arrays in the first
half is matched to a corresponding one of the parallel linear
sensor arrays in the second half in terms of an angular position
in the first of the x-ray beams and the second of the x-ray
beams, respectively.
9 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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MOVING-ARTICLE X-RAY IMAGING	 cally, a first half of the plurality are disposed in a first of the
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 3-D IMAGE 	 x-ray beams passed through the article while a second half of
GENERATION
	
	
the plurality are disposed in a second of the x-ray beams
passed through the article. Each of the parallel linear sensor
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
	
	 5 arrays is oriented perpendicular to the linear direction of
travel. Each of the parallel linear sensor arrays generates a
The invention was made by an employee of the United
	
linear x-ray image of the article. Each of the parallel linear
States Government and may be manufactured and used by or 	 sensor arrays in the first half is matched to a corresponding
for the Government for governmental purposes without the 	 one of the parallel linear sensor arrays in the second half in
payment of any royalties.
	
	 10 terms of an angular position in the first of the x-ray beams and
the second of the x-ray beams, respectively.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING(S)
1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to x-ray imaging systems and meth-  15	 Other objects, features and advantages of the present
ods. More specifically, the invention is an x-ray imaging	 invention will become apparent upon reference to the follow-
system and method for use in generating three-dimensional
	
ing description of the preferred embodiments and to the draw-
images of moving articles on a conveyor.	 ings, wherein corresponding reference characters indicate
2. Description of the Related Art 	 corresponding parts throughout the several views of the draw-
X-ray imagining of moving articles is used extensively for 20 ings and wherein:
luggage/package screening at security check points, as well	 FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a moving-article x-ray imag-
as industrial applications to include the monitoring of parts/
	
ing system in accordance with an embodiment of the present
assemblies moving along an assembly line. Most x-ray imag-	 invention;
ining systems used by commercial or government entities for 	 FIG. 2 is a schematic plan view of two x-ray sensor
these purposes generate two-dimensional images of a moving 25 arrangements used in an embodiment of the present inven-
article.	 tion; and
More recently, U.S. Pat. No. 6,763,083 disclosed an article 	 FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a processing and display
screening system that generated two sets of x-ray images	 system for use with the present invention.
from two slightly different perspectives. The two sets of
images are made at different sensor positions along a con- 30	 DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
veyor as an article being screened is transported on the con- 	 EMBODIMENT(S)
veyor past each of two x-ray image sensors. Each sensor's
center-of-view is combined with data from a position 	 Referring now to the drawings and more particularly to
attached to the conveyor. Conveyor position data is read con- 	 FIG. 1, a schematic view of a moving article x-ray imaging
tinuously and is stored with the two sets of images so that 35 system in accordance with an embodiment of the present
appropriate "left eye" and "right eye" image set can be pre- 	 invention is shown and is referenced generally by numeral
sented simultaneously on a commercially-available three- 	 100 where the left and right dashed-line images of article 100
dimensional display. Typically, a human inspector viewing 	 represent the article's past and future positions, respectively,
the three-dimensional display must wear special glasses to 	 as article 100 moves along a linear direction of travel from left
view the image in three dimensions. While this patented 40 to right as indicated by arrow 102. The application environ-
system provides more information than the conventional two-	 ment for system 10 is not a limitation of the present invention
dimension x-ray imaging system, the three-dimensional 	 as article 100 could be luggage or a package being screened
image presented by the '083 system is limited to the "center- 	 for security purposes, a part being examined for defects or
of-view" view point of the two "left" and "right x-ray image	 verification, an assembly being examined for adherence to
sensor positions. This leads to inspection delays and inaccu-  45 safety or fabrication specifications, etc. By way of example,
racies as an inspector often must perform multiple reviews in 	 system 10 will be described for use in an x-ray luggage/
an effort to discern objects in the presented image.
	
	 package screening application where article 100 is a piece of
luggageplaced on a moving conveyor 12 that is assumed to be
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION	 moving article 100 along linear direction of travel 102.
50	 System 10 includes two x-ray sources 14 and 16 positioned
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 	 such that theirrespective generated x-ray beams 15 and 17 are
provide a system and method that can be used to generate a 	 directed towards the traversed path of article 100 from the
three-dimensional image of a moving article. 	 same side thereof, e.g., from above conveyor 12 in the illus-
Another object of the present invention is to provide an	 trated embodiment. As would be understood in the art, each of
x-ray imaging system and method that can be used to generate 55 x-ray beams 15 and 17 fans out as illustrated such that a
a three-dimensional image of a moving article that provides 	 portion (or all) of article 100 is disposed in beam 15 and then
multiple perspectives of the article. 	 in beam 17 as article 100 moves on conveyor 12. That is,
Other objects and advantages of the present invention will 	 beams 15 and 17 are non-overlapping x-ray beams from the
become more obvious hereinafter in the specification and 	 perspective of article 100 moving along linear direction of
drawings.	 60 travel 102.
In accordance with the present invention, an x-ray imaging 	 In accordance with the present invention, x-ray sensor
system and method for a moving article are provided. The 	 arrangements 24 and 26 are placed in respective ones of x-ray
article is moved along a linear direction of travel while the 	 beams 15 and 17 at locations therein that are after beams 15
article is exposed to non-overlapping x-ray beams such that	 and 17 have passed through article 100 as it moves along
each non-overlapping x-ray beam passes through the article. 65 conveyor 12. In general, each of sensor arrangements 24 and
A plurality of parallel linear sensor arrays are disposed in the 	 senses x-ray information in respective beams 15 and 17 from
x-ray beams after they pass through the article. More specifi- 	 multiple viewpoints or perspectives therein. More specifi-
US 8,098,794 B1
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cally, each of sensor arrangements 24 and 26 sense multiple 	 with conveyor position data from encoder 30. For each of the
scan lines of x-ray information in respective x-ray beams 15 	 above-described matched sensor array pairs, processor 40
and 17. Each scan line is perpendicular to linear direction of 	 could implement an image merging process such as that dis-
travel 102 such that all scan lines are parallel to one another.	 closed in the afore-mentioned U.S. Pat. No. 6,763,083, the
Furthermore, the number of scan lines is the same in each of 5 contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference.
sensor arrangements 24 and 26 with each scan line in sensor	 The merged image data is provided to a three-dimensional
arrangement 24 having a corresponding scan line in sensor 	 image display 50, the choice of which is not a limitation of the
arrangement 26. Such corresponding scan lines are matched 	 present invention. A human operator 300 having right and left
in terms of their angular orientation in x-ray beams 15 and 17. 	 eyes 302R and 302L, respectively, will view display 50. To
By way of example, one embodiment of sensor arrange- io select a particular "view" sensed/collected by arrangements
ments 24 and 26 will be explained with continued reference to	 24 and 26, several different types of human interfaces could
FIG. 1 and additional reference to FIG. 2. Since the sensor 	 be used without departing from the scope of the present
arrangements are essentially identical in form and function, 	 invention. For example, side-to-side head movement of
only sensor arrangement 24 will be described in detail herein. 	 operator 300 could be used to select the viewing angle.
In the illustrated embodiment, sensor arrangement 24 has five 15 Another option is to provide operator 300 with a conventional
linear sensor arrays 241-245 that are parallel to one another	 hand or foot-operated controller (not shown) to select the
and perpendicular to linear direction of travel 102. However, 	 desired viewing angle. Still further, some three-dimensional
it is to be understood that more or fewer parallel linear sensor 	 displays are equipped with vertically-oriented Fresnel dif-
arrays could be used, and that the number thereof in each
	
fraction gratings that provide for alternate views by detecting
sensor arrangement could be even or odd without departing 20 changes in one's head position.
from the scope of the present invention. Each of sensor arrays	 The advantages of the present invention are numerous. An
241-245 is located at a unique angular orientation of x-ray	 x-rayed moving article can be viewed from a variety of angu-
beam 15. Sensor array 241 has linearly aligned sensors 	 lar perspectives thereby allowing an operator/viewer to see
241-1, ... , 241-N; sensor array 242 has linearly aligned	 the inner contents of the article from multiple perspectives.
sensors 242-1, ... , 242-N, etc. Sensor array 243 is typically 25 The present invention will have immediate applicability to a
located centrally in x-ray beam 15 with sensor arrays 242 and	 variety of commercial and governmental x-ray imaging appli-
244 spaced apart from array 243 at angular orientations of, for 	 cations.
example, —a and +a relative to the angular orientation of	 Although the invention has been described relative to a
sensor array 243. Sensor arrays 241 and 245 are spaced 	 specific embodiment thereof, there are numerous variations
respectively apart from arrays 242 and 244 at angular orien- 3o and modifications that will be readily apparent to those
tations of, for example, —a and +a relative to the angular 	 skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore
orientations of sensor array 242 and 244. That is, sensor 	 to be understood that, within the scope of the appended
arrays 241-245 are uniformly spaced in terms of their angular 	 claims, the invention may be practiced other than as specifi-
orientation in x-ray beam 15. However, it is to be understood 	 cally described.
that the angular spacing between sensor arrays 241-245 could 35	 What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by
also be non-uniform without departing from the scope of the 	 Letters Patent of the United States is:
present invention.	 1. An x-ray imaging system for a moving article, compris-
While spacing between the linear sensor arrays in each of
	
ing:
arrangements 24 and 26 can be uniform or non-uniform, there	 a conveyor device for moving an article adapted to be
must be a relative one-to-one correspondence between the 40	 placed thereon along a linear direction of travel;
two sensor arrangements with one linear sensor array forming	 a first x-ray source for directing a first x-ray beam towards
the basis for the relative correspondence. For example, in the 	 said conveyor device wherein said first x-ray beam
illustrated example, sensor array 243 could be considered the 	 passes through the article moving along said conveyor
basis for relative correspondence. Accordingly, sensor array	 device;
243 is matched with sensor array 263 to form a pair of scan 45	 a second x-ray source for directing a second x-ray beam
lines of x-ray image data. For matching purposes in the 	 towards said conveyor device wherein said second x-ray
present invention, sensor array 262 is angularly spaced rela-	 beam passes through the article moving along said con-
tive to sensor array 263 by —a while sensor array 264 is 	 veyor device, said first x-ray beam and said second x-ray
angularly spaced relative to sensor array 263 by +a. Thus, 	 beam being non-overlapping;
sensor arrays 242 and 262 are said to be matched to form 50	 a first sensor arrangement disposed in said first x-ray beam
another pair of scan lines of x-ray image data with this pair 	 passed through the article moving along said conveyor
offering a different angular perspective of article 100, while	 device, said first sensor arrangement defined by at least
sensor arrays 244 and 264 are matched to form yet another	 two parallel linear sensor arrays oriented perpendicular
pair of scan lines x-ray image data to offer yet another angular 	 to said linear direction of travel of said conveyor device
perspective of article 100. The above description is readily 55	 and spaced apart from one another along said linear
extended to sensor array pairs 241/261 and 245/265. 	 direction of travel;
In essence, the above-described system 10 generates x-ray 	 a second sensor arrangement disposed in said second x-ray
images for different vantage points in the x-ray beams. When	 beam passed through the article moving along said con-
the x-ray image data is presented to a three-dimensional dis- 	 veyor device, said second sensor arrangement defined
play device (not shown) that is also provided with position of 60	 by at least two parallel linear sensor arrays oriented
conveyor 12 (e.g., provided by a position encoder 30), mul-	 perpendicular to said linear direction of travel of said
tiple three-dimensional views of article 100 can be generated. 	 conveyor device and spaced apart from one another
In this way, an operator viewing such a display could select/ 	 along said linear direction of travel, wherein relative
change the view in order to better examine what is inside 	 spacing between said arrays associated with said first
article 100. Accordingly, and with additional reference to 65	 sensor arrangement is identical to relative spacing
FIG. 3, the x-ray image data sense/collected by sensor 	 between said arrays associated with said second sensor
arrangements 24 and 26 is provided to a processor 40 along	 arrangement; and
US 8,098,794 B1
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a processor for merging image data collected by each of
said arrays associated with said first sensor arrangement
with a unique one of said arrays associated with said
second sensor arrangement based on one-to-one corre-
spondence between said relative spacing associated with
said first sensor arrangement and said second sensor
arrangement.
2. An x-ray imaging system as in claim 1, further compris-
ing means for detecting a position of said conveyor device
where the article is located.
3. An x-ray imaging system as in claim 1, wherein each of
said first sensor arrangement and said second sensor arrange-
ment comprises an odd number of said parallel linear sensor
arrays.
4.An x-ray imaging system as in claim 1, further compris-
ing a display system coupled to said processor for displaying
a three-dimensional image for each said image data
so-merged.
5. An x-ray imaging system for a moving article, compris-
ing:
• conveyor device for moving an article adapted to be
placed thereon along a linear direction of travel;
• first x-ray source for directing a first x-ray beam towards
said conveyor device wherein said first x-ray beam
passes through the article moving along said conveyor
device;
• second x-ray source for directing a second x-ray beam
towards said conveyor device wherein said second x-ray
beam passes through the article moving along said con-
veyor device, said first x-ray beam and said second x-ray
beam being non-overlapping;
• first sensor arrangement disposed in said first x-ray beam
passed through the article moving along said conveyor
device, said first sensor arrangement defined by an odd
number of at least three parallel linear sensor arrays
oriented perpendicular to said linear direction of travel
of said conveyor device at unique locations within said
first x-ray beam and spaced apart from one another along
said linear direction of travel;
• second sensor arrangement disposed in said second x-ray
beam passed through the article moving along said con-
veyor device, said second sensor arrangement defined
by an odd number of at least three parallel linear sensor
arrays oriented perpendicular to said linear direction of
travel of said conveyor device at unique locations within
said second x-ray beam and spaced apart from one
another along said linear direction of travel, wherein
relative spacing between said arrays associated with said
6
first sensor arrangement is identical to relative spacing
between said arrays associated with said second sensor
arrangement; and
a processor for merging image data collected by each of
5 said arrays associated with said first sensor arrangement
with a unique one of said arrays associated with said
second sensor arrangement based on one-to-one corre-
spondence between saidrelative spacing associated with
said first sensor arrangement and said second sensor
10	 arrangement.
6.An x-ray imaging system as in claim 5, further compris-
ing means for detecting a position of said conveyor device
where the article is located.
7. An x-ray imaging system as in claim 5, further compris-
15 ing a display system coupled to said processor for displaying
a three-dimensional image for each said image data
so-merged.
8.A method of x-ray imaging a moving article, comprising
the steps of:
20	 moving an article along a linear direction of travel;
exposing the article to non-overlapping x-ray beams while
moving along said linear direction of travel, wherein
each of said non-overlapping x-ray beams passes
through the article;
25 generating a linear x-ray image at each of at least four
parallel image scan-line locations with a first half
thereof disposed in a first of said non-overlapping x-ray
beams passed through the article and a second half
thereof disposed in a second of said non-overlapping
30 x-ray beams passed through the article, each of said
parallel image scan-line locations oriented perpendicu-
lar to said linear direction of travel and spaced apart from
one another along said linear direction of travel, wherein
relative spacing between said parallel image scan-line
35 locations associated with said first half is identical to
relative spacing between said parallel image scan-line
locations associated with said second half; and
merging each said linear x-ray image generated at said
parallel image scan-line locations associated with said
40 first half with a unique one of said linear x-ray images
generated at said parallel image scan-line locations asso-
ciated with said second half based on one-to-one corre-
spondence between said relative spacing associated with
said first half and said second half.
45 9. A method according to claim 8, wherein said at least four
parallel image scan-line locations comprises an even number
of said parallel image scan-line locations.
